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Advanced search help button in module search_box doesn't work

Status
○ Open

Subject
Advanced search help button in module search_box doesn't work

Version
3.x

Category
• Error

Feature
Search
Modules
Help System

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Connor MacLeod of the Clan MacLeod

Lastmod by
Connor MacLeod of the Clan MacLeod

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) ?

Description
Tested in v3.1 on XP/IEv6, Vista/IEv7, Vista/Firefox. The help button (blue circle w/ question mark) next to "Advanced Search" in the module search_box does not bring up any help info. Instead, it points to the anchor #advanced_search_help on whatever page the user is viewing, but the anchor doesn't exist. IE shows an "Error on page" in the browser status bar.

Tested in XP/IEv6 with "Floating Help" UI feature on - same result. Unknown if "Floating Help" changes results in IEv7 or FF.

Importance
6

Priority
30

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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